
    This week: 
    *We have chapel this Wednesday at  

    8:15, and you are welcome to join us! 

    *We are beginning a writing   

    assignment called "A picture is worth  

    1000 words"  at the end of this week.   

    The students will be writing an essay 

based off a photo they bring in.  It should be something they can 

glue to their final piece, a photo that they can tell a story 

about, something candid perhaps, and something that evokes a 

fun or happy memory. My example essay includes a photo of me 

and my youngest sister as kids at the state fair with a life sized 

cow made of butter.   

*The third grade  has begun an exciting new study we are calling 

'endurance technology.'   We have an additional lab time each 

week where we will focus on technology enhanced projects, 

writing in response to online articles and using google drive.  Our 

class already has had a taste of this in the classroom and the 

students are loving it!. They have access to a classroom google 

account where we can store, share, collaborate and work on 

projects across devices and locations.  It's an amazing time to 

be in elementary school.   

 
Room 126... #21 week of January 13-17 

Bible memory verse:   "Taste and see that the Lord is good; blessed is 
the man who takes refuge in him."  -Psalm 34:8 
 

Spelling List 

Hottest, 
Coldest 
1. bank 
2. east 
3. separate 
4. choose 
5. ears 
6. sphere 
7. polygon 
8. feed 
9. object 
10. average 
11. peak 
12. waterfall 
13. circus 
14. support 
15. southwest 
16. northeast 
17. hemisphere 
18. estimate 
19. comparison 
20. height 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

This week we're learning: 

Reading: Hottest, Coldest,  Highest,     

Deepest     strategy::  compare and 

contrast 

writing:  Finish  Christmas Break 

writing  Begin "a photo is worth 1000 

words" 

Bible:  Jesus Satisfies 

Grammar:    subject/ object pronoun 

Phonics:  vowel controlled 'r' 

math: Ch. 9-Measure Length, Area, and 

Temperature-Test Monday 

being ch 11  Geometry 

Science:  measurement 

Social Studies:  Map skills 

 

Homework: 

Monday-  english journal, 

Tuesday- vocab page, 

math 

Wednesday-  bible (due 

Fri) 

Thursday- math 

Friday- home journal  
 

Upcoming tests 
Mod. Jan. 12-Math Ch. 9 

Fri. Jan. 16-Reading, Spelling, 

Memory Verse 

Fri. Jan. 23 -Reading, Spelling, 

Memory Verse  

Mon. Jan. 26-Social Studies 

Map Skills 

 

 Vocabulary Words- 
erupted: burst out 

outrun: run faster than 

someone or something else 

tides: rise and fall of the 

ocean's waters about every 

twelve hours 

average: the quantity found 

by dividing the sum of all 

quantities by the number of 

quantities 

depth: the distance from the 

top to the bottom 

deserts: dry, sandy regions 

without water and trees 

peak: the pointed top of a 

mountain or hill 

waterfalls: streams of water 

that fall from a high place 

 

 


